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AGENCY FOR FINANCIAL SUPPORT OF AGRICULTURE AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT 
 

 РАЗВОЈ 
  

The Agency has realized payment of funds from the IPARD Program 

 under the ninth Public Call (01/2014) 

 

 Following the successful realization of the 

investments, fifty six Beneficiaries who have signed 

Contracts with the Agency, for allocation of funds 

from the IPARD Program under the ninth Public Call 

(01/2014), have obtained funds for rural development.  

 

The Agency for Financial Support of Agriculture and 

Rural Development has paid 157.364 denars to the 

Beneficiary Slavica Manasievska from Eastern region 

for Reconstruction of orchards. Out of the totally paid 

funds, 118.023 denars are funds from the EU Budget 

and 39.341 denars are funds from the National Budget.  

 

The Beneficiary DPTU COKUZ DOOEL s.Trn, Bitola was reimbursed an amount of 742.133 denars, out of 

which 556.600 denars are from the EU budget and 185.533 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production.  

 

The Beneficiary Goce Kostoski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 138.686 denars, out of 

which 104.014 denars are from the EU budget and 34.672 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards.  

 

The Beneficiary Stefce Bojcevski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 126.516 denars, out of 

which 94.887 denars are from the EU budget and 31.629 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards.  

 
The Beneficiary IF Agros, ul.Ilindenska br.17, s.Rosoman, was reimbursed an amount of 657.085 denars, out 

of which 492.814 denars are from the EU budget and 164.271 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards.  

 
The Beneficiary Borce Malakovski from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 150.656 denars, out 

of which 112.992 denars are from the EU budget and 37.664 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 
The Beneficiary Toni Likoski from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 495.118 denars, out of 

which 371.338 denars are from the EU budget and 123.780 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 
The Beneficiary Suzana Sekulova from Vardar region, was reimbursed an amount of 201.999 denars, out of 

which 151.499 denars are from the EU budget and 50.500 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of vineyards.  

 

The Beneficiary DPTU Lera Aronija DOOEL, ul.1, s.Lera, Bitola was reimbursed an amount of 1.165.186 

denars, out of which 873.889 denars are from the EU budget and 291.297 denars are funds from the National 

Budget. The funds are for Reconstruction of orchards.   

 



 

The Beneficiary Ordan Boshkov from Vardar region, was reimbursed an amount of 252.267 denars, out of 

which 189.200 denars are from the EU budget and 63.067 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of vineyards.  

 

The Beneficiary TDU Jan-Vet DOOEL, ul.Mishe Eftim br.17, Krushevo was reimbursed an amount of 

916.643 denars, out of which 687.482 denars are from the EU budget and 229.161 denars are funds from the 

National Budget. The funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production.  

 

The Beneficiary Zivko Zmejkovski from Vardar region, was reimbursed an amount of 294.800 denars, out of 

which 221.100 denars are from the EU budget and 73.700 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of vineyards.  

 

The Beneficiary Dobrinka Angjelova from Vardar region, was reimbursed an amount of 846.357 denars, out 

of which 634.768 denars are from the EU budget and 211.589 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 

The Beneficiary Agro Leska DOOEL, ul.Gen.Vasko Karangeleski br.6/2-24, Bitola was reimbursed an 

amount of 512.500 denars, out of which 384.375 denars are from the EU budget and 128.125 denars are funds 

from the National Budget. The funds are for Reconstruction of orchards.  

 

The Beneficiary Dimco Andonov from Southeast region, was reimbursed an amount of 374.537 denars, out of 

which 280.902 denars are from the EU budget and 93.635 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards.  

 
The Beneficiary TDGM Mikei-Internacional DOO, ul.Kamnik bb, Skopje, was reimbursed an amount of 

1.073.926 denars, out of which 805.444 denars are from the EU budget and 268.482 denars are funds from the 

National Budget. The funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production.  

 
The Beneficiary Vasko Trajcevski from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 658.240 denars, out 

of which 493.680 denars are from the EU budget and 164.560 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production.  

 
The Beneficiary Biljana Ilieska from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 134.612 denars, out of 

which 100.959 denars are from the EU budget and 33.653 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production.  

 
The Beneficiary Jonce Mitrevski from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 212.623 denars, out of 

which 159.467 denars are from the EU budget and 53.156 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards.  

 
The Beneficiary Biljana Popovska from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 404.800 denars, out 

of which 303.600 denars are from the EU budget and 101.200 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 
The Beneficiary Mitko Nikolovski from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 239.476 denars, out 

of which 179.607 denars are from the EU budget and 59.869 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards.  

 
The Beneficiary Igor Nakov from Eastern region, was reimbursed an amount of 909.907 denars, out of which 

682.430 denars are from the EU budget and 227.477 denars are funds from the National Budget. The funds 

are for Reconstruction of orchards.  



 

The Beneficiary Dimce Vasilevski from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 375.434 denars, out 

of which 281.575 denars are from the EU budget and 93.859 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards.  

 
The Beneficiary Nikolina Andreevska from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 217.886 denars, 

out of which 163.414 denars are from the EU budget and 54.472 denars are funds from the National Budget. 

The funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 

The Beneficiary Pero Zdraveski from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 107.603 denars, out of 

which 80.702 denars are from the EU budget and 26.901 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 
 
The Beneficiary Jovan Irodov from Southeastern region, was reimbursed an amount of 655.500 denars, out of 

which 491.625 denars are from the EU budget and 163.875 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 

The Beneficiary Ljupce Stefanovski from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 429.440 denars, out 

of which 322.080 denars are from the EU budget and 107.360 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 
 
The Beneficiary Fatime Sabriu from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 751.418 denars, out of 

which 563.563 denars are from the EU budget and 187.855 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 
 
The Beneficiary Marija Velkovik from Vardar region, was reimbursed an amount of 115.238 denars, out of 

which 86.428 denars are from the EU budget and 28.810 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 
 
The Beneficiary Keti Latovska Apostolovska from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 541.493 

denars, out of which 406.120 denars are from the EU budget and 135.373 denars are funds from the National 

Budget. The funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 
 
The Beneficiary Goce Bojkovski from Pelagonia region, was reimbursed an amount of 312.926 denars, out of 

which 234.694 denars are from the EU budget and 78.232 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 
 
The Beneficiary Vesna Josheva from Vardar region, was reimbursed an amount of 138.029 denars, out of 

which 103.521 denars are from the EU budget and 34.508 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of vineyards. 
 
The Beneficiary DPTU Don Pampas DOOEL,s.Star Istevnik, Delcevo was reimbursed an amount of 812.057 

denars, out of which 609.043 denars are from the EU budget and 203.014 denars are funds from the National 

Budget. The funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 
 
The Beneficiary Dejan Joveski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 837.571 denars, out of 

which 628.178 denars are from the EU budget and 209.393 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 
The Beneficiary Zora Latovska from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 334.400 denars, out of 

which 250.800 denars are from the EU budget and 83.600 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 
The Beneficiary Vasko Pachovski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 153.929  denars, out 

of which 115.447 denars are from the EU budget and 38.482 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 



 

The Beneficiary Bozin Temelkovski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 404.800 denars, out 

of which 303.600 denars are from the EU budget and 101.200 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 
The Beneficiary Sane Sarafov from Vardar region was reimbursed an amount of 250.577 denars, out of which 

187.932 denars are from the EU budget and 62.645 denars are funds from the National Budget. The funds are 

for Reconstruction of vineyards. 

 
The Beneficiary Marjan Brsakoski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 721.895 denars, out 

of which 541.421 denars are from the EU budget and 180.474 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 
The Beneficiary Olgica Micova from Vardar region was reimbursed an amount of 741.680 denars, out of 

which 556.260 denars are from the EU budget and 185.420 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of vineyards. 
 
The Beneficiary Venko Jovanov from Eastern region was reimbursed an amount of 93.573 denars, out of 

which 70.180 denars are from the EU budget and 23.393 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 
The Beneficiary Mitko Georgiev from Eastern region was reimbursed an amount of 105.771 denars, out of 

which 79.328  denars are from the EU budget and 26.443 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 
The Beneficiary Vancho Milenkovski from Eastern region was reimbursed an amount of 586.000 denars, out 

of which 439.500 denars are from the EU budget and 146.500 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 
The Beneficiary Dimitar Punevski from Eastern region was reimbursed an amount of 132.096 denars, out of 

which 99.072 denars are from the EU budget and 33.024 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 
The Beneficiary Vasko Mojsoski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 651.200 denars, out of 

which 488.400 denars are from the EU budget and 162.800 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 
The Beneficiary Georgi Gorgievski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 600.918 denars, out 

of which 450.688 denars are from the EU budget and 150.230 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 
The Beneficiary Veronika Stojceva from Vardar region was reimbursed an amount of 190.952 denars, out of 

which 143.214 denars are from the EU budget and 47.738 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of vineyards. 

 
The Beneficiary Kolo Golaboski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 398.933 denars, out of 

which 299.200 denars are from the EU budget and 99.733 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 
The Beneficiary Risto Trencev from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 252.267 denars, out of 

which 189.200 denars are from the EU budget and 63.067 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of vineyards. 

  
The Beneficiary Gordana Sileva from Vardar region was reimbursed an amount of 252.267 denars, out of 

which 189.200 denars are from the EU budget and 63.067 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 



 

  
The Beneficiary Mile Andrev from Vardar region was reimbursed an amount of 102.500 denars, out of which 

76.875 denars are from the EU budget and 25.625 denars are funds from the National Budget. The funds are 

for Reconstruction of vineyards. 

 
The Beneficiary Blazo Topalov from Vardar region was reimbursed an amount of 123.360 denars, out of 

which 92.520 denars are from the EU budget and 30.840 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of vineyards. 

 
The Beneficiary Ilija Cavdarovski from Pelagonia region was reimbursed an amount of 131.786 denars, out of 

which 98.839 denars are from the EU budget and 32.947 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 
The Beneficiary DPTU Avtar Agro DOOEL, s.Mogila, Bitola was reimbursed an amount of 746.786 denars, 

out of which 560.089 denars are from the EU budget and 186.697 denars are funds from the National Budget. 

The funds are for Modernisation of open field vegetable production. 

 
The Beneficiary Mara Todorovska from Vardar region was reimbursed an amount of 114.727 denars, out of 

which 86.045 denars are from the EU budget and 28.682 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of orchards. 

 
The Beneficiary Golubinka Trencheva from Vardar region was reimbursed an amount of 295.244 denars, out 

of which 221.433 denars are from the EU budget and 73.811 denars are funds from the National Budget. The 

funds are for Reconstruction of vineyards. 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 


